
The Proper Tools to Keep Your Equipment Moving...

AUTOMATIC OTR & Mining Tire Inflation Cage        Model #90425

AUTOMATIC HD Tire Inflation Cage - 78” OD Safety Inflation Cage      Model #90423

Dimensions   (L x W x H) Max. Tire Size Weight
91’’ x 51’’ x 78’’
2083mm x 1016mm x 1982mm

78’’ OD x 35’’ W
1980mm OD x 889mm W

1150 lbs.
523 kg.

 X The heavy duty tire inflation cage is used to inflate tires for trucks,   
military vehicles, tractors and aircrafts. 

 X Specially equipped with an automatic tire Inflator to make the cage  
 even safer. You can inflate up to 195 PSI 13.5 bar. 

 X Equipped, on both of its doors, of a safety system that activates or   
deactivates the inflation of the tire. If one of the doors is    
open, the automatic tire Inflator will not be activated. You must close  
the 2 doors properly in order to inflate. 

 X HD inflation cage is equipped with an air hose and power cable   
(110 Volt). 

MODEL 90423

Dimensions   (L x W x H) Max. Tire Size Weight
136’’ x 72’’ x 130’’
3454mm x 1829mm x 3302mm

115’’ OD x 48’’ W
3000mm OD x 1219mm W

8998 lbs.
4090 kg.

 X The largest inflation safety cage ever built in the world.
 X Handles tires with diameter up to 115” | 2921mm. Mining & OTR tires  

ranging from 24.00R49 to 45/65R/45 and even 30.00R51.
 X The Cage itself weighs more than 6,500 lbs. | 2949 kg
 X Hot Dipped Galvanized, this cage is manufactured to withstand                                

temperatures ranging from - 22O F | -30O C to 122O  F | 50O C.
 X Equipped, on both of its doors, of a safety system that activates or                            

deactivates the inflation of the tire. If one of the doors is open, the                             
automatic tire Inflator will not be activated. You must close the 2 doors  
properly in order to inflate. 

 X HD inflation cage is equipped with an air hose and a power cable                          
(110 Volt).

MODEL 90425

AUTOMATIC HD Tire Inflation Cage - 82” OD Safety Inflation Cage     Model #90424

 X The heavy duty tire inflation cage is used to inflate tires for trucks,   
military vehicles, tractors and aircrafts. 

 X Specially equipped with an automatic tire Inflator to make the cage  
even safer. You can inflate up to 195 PSI 13.5 bar. 

 X Equipped, on both of its doors, of a safety system that activates or   
deactivates the inflation of the tire. If one of the doors is open, the    
automatic tire Inflator will not be activated. You must close the 2 doors  
properly in order to inflate. 

 X HD inflation cage is equipped with an air hose and a power cable              
(110 Volt). 

MODEL 90424

Dimensions   (L x W x H) Max. Tire Size Weight
84’’ x 56’’ x 82’’
2134mm x 1423mm x 2083mm

82’’ OD x 50’’ W
2083mm OD x 1282mm W

1324 lbs.
602kg.
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